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Replg: I iicl-ve not unfortunately, Dr. Geddes. In! each of our years 
that we have been doill.? this, the rape has been mature 
from the colour point ci 

judged 
view, when we came to ;! feed it f so I 

have no information .,I;;I- Ijutting .lambs on ‘immature rape. .’ SO, f3r’ 
as second growth r&&c: is, concerned, I, huie no information on 
weight changes. 
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SOME FURTHER ” 

by 
>.. . . .// .; . . . . /’ ‘,. 

: ‘I 
’ Miss D.E.’ Walker, Ruakura &lima1 Research.iStation. ‘, 

: .‘I. 
The previous paper has .dealt with. some -of the many problems 

of feeding and management associated.with the busij’ness of’ fat lamb. 
production. Since quality of product is an unavoidable consideration _’ 
in efficient production , and to extend still further the broad issues 
raised by Mr Ewer, I have taken the liberty of altering the somewhat .” 
restricted title of my paper as it appears- on the $iogramme, to 
lfScme~ further observations on Canterbury Lamb”. 

I 
1, ., - . . 

. . 

Quality has been defined as what the consumer will pay for’, 
and is’dependent fundamentally upon the relative,p’roportions of the 
body and its composition in terms of bone,, muscle ,!I fat and offals. 

,, 

.Both conf oruiation and”,composition are therefore important. Of recent, 
years carcase measurements have been employed by workers over&eas as 
an obvious and logical mx~~~s of objectively describing8the conforma- 
tion of the’meat producing animal, 

1 

Ihis approach to the study of’ Canterbury1 fat lamb has been 
used in an intensive invebtigation of .l,OOO oaroascs of, different 
breeds and crosses of lambs, of different sex,, and/reared under 
different nutritive conditions. The present paperjishould be regarded 
as a very brief summary of this walk, 
are being published elsewhere (I),,. 

the, complete ‘1 results ‘of, which 
.,I’ :.,!‘. 

THE MEASUREMENTS USED:’ jj.1. ,. 

Since’any system of measurements designed to evaluate’ *a .‘_ 
caroase quality should be practicable under commercial conditions, 
:‘e have oonoentrated attention on, the external measurements proposed 
: 57 Palsson. (2) Certain of these measurements can bbe justified on 
:,u’rely quantitative grounds. Thui the length of tibia * tarsus, .IITH, 
provides an indication of the amount of waste bone i/fn’the’.leg. On 
the other hand., ,some like ,‘(GW, 
significance. 

the width of gigots !have a qualitative 
Width ln this region is desirable since it is usually 

associated with a short blocky type of hindquarter (and is indicative 
of deep fleshing. Both a qualitative and quantitatlive signifioance 
can be attached' to. other measurements, a good example being the 
length of leg, YFFf, which partially reflects the’le’ngth of tibia +. ‘, 
tarsus and also gives some’ indication of the amount(; of filling in 
the orutoh. Thus, shortness in “Ft9 is desrrable fr;om both points of. 
view.,.. These measurements have proved to be of value and their use 
has been justified by complete anatomioal dissection work. 
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TABLE 1: 

.: 

Group ': 

Breed and weight- 
S.D. Cross: 
Light .’ :* 
Heavy' 

Corriedale: 
Light 
Heavy 

. Romneyx Corriedab 
Light 
'Heavy 

Breed and feed -; 
S.D. Cross: 
I Milk. 
Rape 

Corriedale: 
'Milk .' 
Rape " 

sex- : 
s.;;tDc;;~s: 

Ewes, 

Kirwee - 
Corriedale 
(nine months) ': 

B,L.x Corriedale 
(nine months)' 

S.D. x Corriedale '. 
(nine months) 

.S.D. x Romney 1 
(nine months). 

Lb.. 

34;2! 
38.& 

34.6C 
38.7h 

34.2 
39,;o 

36.21 
35.76 

37.13 
35;12 

36.48 
35.6: 

41.24 

46.36 
. 

44.41 

.C. Th. 

220 248 
223 253 

218 252 
226 261 

217 254 
223. '264 
I. 

221 250 
224 251 

222 257 
219 257 

: 

223 254 
221 ,246 

234 274 

247.278 

244 269 

246 27'1 

259 190 573 
264 195 587 

245 18s 576 
256 19,l 592 

23,b 177 553 
288 180 548 

262 193 581 
249 193 561 

230 179 553 
230 175 550 

276 '208 617 

1: 

31'. 7 107 
30,.3 106 

371.7 il8 
35jj.6 116 

i’ 
1 
/ 

321 5 108 
29;:4 105 

/: 

381.7 123 

i 
43?4 124 
;, 

35;Y1 110 
351.9 109 

I 

F-T, 

Mm, 

55.1 
51.9 

E 

60.2 
64.4 

56.6 
48.1 

67.1 
56.3 

50,.9 
54.6 

57.7 

52.21 

52.9 

JOA? 

T x'G. 

‘Mm, 
38,474 
39,894 

41,407 
44,'169 

40,116 
42,679 

39,123 
40,187 

42,870 
&2,275 

59,926 
18,565 

EI,713 

50,877 

C6,063 

b7?130 

From the results of the dissection of' 28 Canterbury lambs 
aeiected from the three export grades we have established that 
correlations of a high order exist between various measurements and .' 
the total amount of bone and the total amount of muscle in the 
caroass. Si'nce the total amount of muscle was found to be strongly . :., 
correlated with.the total amount' of bone., a fact Fhioh supports the 
contention that good skeletal development is essential in the meat. ‘. 
animal - the same measurements can be used to assess the smount of 
eaoh of these tissues. ‘. 

; i 
j: 
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TABLE 2A: 

CORRELATIONS BET$XN CARUSE~hSZASUREMENTS NEIGHT OF BONE 

I 
Population. Regression 

.Equation 
No.of Measure, 
Pair: ment r. 

Lambs: 
Canterbury ’ 

Z’s & 8’s 
2's,8's & 4's 
2's,8's & 4's 

North Island Down 
Z's,B's & 4's 

North Island Prime 
2'9,819 & 4's 

K=O.O865Y-I364 
K=O.O63Y- 525 

18 

:: 

29 

26 

25 

23 

TXG 
TxG 

T'. 

.: TxG 

TXG' 

I 

Pxs 

0.934 
0.913 
0 ;799 

0.816 

0.909 

0,870 

3.847 

Ewes: 
mterbury 
l's,7's,3's;9's,5's 

Wethers: 
-bury 
1'9,7'5,3'5 & 9's 

k=O.O525Y-711 

l=O.O352Y+108 

TABLE 2B: 
,' 

:IGHT OF MUSCLE' 
.I 

CORRELATIONS BXTWIIEM CARCASE MEASUREMENTS & --- 
- 

P. 
- 

E 
ss 

ss 

ss 

ss 

ii 

2 
ss 
- 

d --4 

Jo , 0: 

Fair 

- 
f 1 

S 

deasure 
ment, r. 

18 
28 

29 

26 
.: 

TAG 0,894 
TAG, Q.872 

TXG 0.898 

TxG 0,907 

’ 25 TXG 3.803 

23 'TXG 5.929 

'18 FxT 
F 
T 

FxT 
-er. 

G 

3.802 
5.746 
3.718 
3.717 

3.672 
-- 

Regression 
Equation Population 

t% 

,‘. 

. . 

482 

392 

1 
1 

8’ 

.._._ 

Lambs: 
merbury 

:pO.257Y-1758 
:=O,286Y-2652 

2's & 8's 
2!s,8's & 4's 

North Island Down 
2'9,8's & 4's / 

North'Island Prime 
2's,8's & 4's 

:=0,29OY-5147 

;~O.i51Y+ $65 

Ewes.: 
Canterbury 
l'S,7(,s,3'S.,9'S,5'~ 

tiethers: 
Canterbury, 
1'5,7'9,3'5 & 9's 

Lambs: 
Canterbury .' 
2's & 8's 
2's & 8's. 
.2's & 8's 
2's & 8's 

2's & 8's I. 

rovided the most' 
ment. This formula 
e.and muscle' for 
her mutton 
a fromwhiahthe 

In this respect the, product of T and ( 
satisfactory index of both muscle and bone deve: 
also gave highly signffiaant aorrelations with 1 
North Island lambs and for Canterbury ewes and I 
carcases. Regression equations have been devel' 
total amount of bone and musole'can be estimate' 

. . 
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In respect tr- f.j t the situation is rathez 
Since <fat depots are ltirgely independent of skelet 
qnd since the primary.dimension concerned is that 
be unreasonable to expect any close associhtion be 
parcase measurements and the total amount of fat i 
lnte’rnal measurements (such as those relating tb f 
last rib’cut) undoubtedly offer some ‘scope but the 
taintid except under special- conditions , Therefore 

-method: that can be suggested for estimating the am 
that.of diff%rence between the total. carcass weigh 
bone’ and muscle after deducting 23& from,the carca 
-J:lsthge (-tendons, ligaments, etc.) This wastage f 
the actual -dissection results ?f approximitely’ 150 
weights and grades. Summarising the se’ results it’ 
two measures~ T and G can provide complete’ informat 
By their use we are able to summarise in general- t 
background the major characteristics of.the princi 
cross,89 .of. New Zealand fat lamb. In ‘addi’tion, the’ 
assess .the absolute and relative effects of such f; 
nutrition, sex and age. 

INFLtiNCE OF BREED & CROSS: ‘, 

Whiie the relative merits based on farmkr 
works grading are fairly well recognised, no attetil 
been made’ to examine the chief breeds on a comparal 
basis., From' such an examinatidn on the, scale prevj 
the . following conclusions are apparent. The pre-c 

.S.D. as the ram breed in fat lamb crosses is strikj 
S.D. Cross lambs have a superior confortiation in tc 
market -requirements. This .is shown up by their wid 
F. & T measures which chsracteri$e a -well developed 
Also they show a.high proportion of fat at light WE 
them in.a ~1~9s we&l abov.e-a&l other breeds studied 
weakness of the S.D. Cross lamb, apparent both in 1 
Corriedale and the Rdmney, is a lower yield of must 
ively high yield of,fat at heavy weights, as compar 
breeds of the same weight class. 5, 

As McMeekan ,and Clarke (3). have ljointed ‘ou 
results in a higher calorific. value (though, .a lower 
pc.r carcass and ,per lb. In norinal times when th’e c 
tc. exercise preference, this is a real disadvantage 

‘increasing demand for lean rather than fat meat. 

In marked contrast ,the. straight Corriedalf 
poorest of the different breed’., .q crosses .studied 
with shallow-muscles,..narrow gfgots and long F and 
L’ul bone and an insufficiency of fat, it, falls .weli 
types in quality. ., ,. 

,The’ Border Leicester X Corriedale lamb occ 
’ ate position . The sire here has ,effected..some. deg 
the cross approaching the desired .blockiness ,of for 
long legs of the Border Leicester, ‘howeyer, placgs. 
vantage. The Border Leicester shows up as a later’ 
than the S.D., and it,is unfortunate that the only 
the Cross, were for lambs a:: heavy .weights and great 
in fat lamb product&on, 
the’se ,comparisons. Frost 

thi.lti conferring an advantag 
tll > .. general trend of resu 

reasonable to conclude thAt the improvement noted w 
pronounbed’ at lighter weights and ‘younger ages. I :Th 
Border Leicester ‘as a fat lamb sire is in line with 
use in practice in favour of the S.D. and .its reten 
specialised local .trade requirements. ., 

., 

‘., .’ 
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more di-fficult. j 
1 development 
f depth, it would 
ween linear 

the ‘carcass. 
t dehths at the 
e cannot be ob- : 
the most. .prac t,icable 
unt of fat-is 

and the weight ,of 
s weight fdr t 
gure is based on’ 
lambs of all. 
3 clear that’ .th& 
38 on composition . _, 
rms from a-.factual 
11 breeds. .and 
can be used to, 

,t$?s as weight, ’ 

txperience and 
; has previously 
.ve, measurement 
fusly mentioned, 
linence of the 
lgly demonstrated. 
‘ms of British 
‘gigbts and .shor’t 

hind quarter. 
ghts which places 

Fhe major 
s Cross ,with the 
e and an excess- 
d with oth’er 

this situatioli 
iroteiri yield), 
nsumer .is free 
in vieti of the 

is by far the L 
Long and narrow, 

’ measures, waste- 
below the other ~ 

pies. an .intermed- 
ee of improvement , 
‘-. The extremely 

i at some disad- 
eveldping breed 
sta available on 
r ages than <normal 
on the Cross’ in- 

ts it seems 
” Ild not be so 

3' summary -of the 
its decreasing 
Len mainly for (‘.. 
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Carcases from the crossin 
fat lambs ewe breeds - Romney and 8 

of the two.breeds recognised as 
orriedale - are in line with the 

attributes of their parents, Lambs are far from /!ideal in conforma- 
tion but are a definite improvement on the Corriedale. Lambs of 
this type are unlikely to be a permanent the industry . 
coming mainly as by-products from flocks using 
grade up Corriedale ewes to,the Romney type. 

Romney ram to 

Only a limited amount of data was for the S.D. .’ 
X Romney - the most popul~ fat lamb cross in the’: North Island and 
-in Southland. Little dl:.‘f’crence was found between these lambs and 
9 comparable group of ‘Y..?. X Corriedales., but.sinoe these data 
pertained, to lambs slsu,;ltcred at the age of 9 months, these 
results must be .acceptc;d wi,th reservation. I’ 

/I 
Some further interesting data relating t,o breed differences 

were obtained from a study of groups of lambs rep’resenting the main 
breeds and crosses - Corriedale, B.L. X Corriedale, S.D. XCorriedale. y 
and S.D, X Romney raised under identical conditions at i(irwee. %e ~ 
dams ~TC run together in the same paddock from mbting and the 
lambs remained. there until slaughter at approximately 9 months of 
age. . There were about 16 lambs of each breed group, and this number“ 
was found to be adequate to permit dif fercnces in/. the more important 
carcass measurements to show up to a statistically significant degre,e _ 

jl __ .I 
The variability in type of .carcas% produ’ced both within ,. --‘“” 

lnd between breeds can be seen from taking’the b&B and worst 
carcase from each breed group. The S.D. X Corriedale shows up as 
the most desirable type- a short blocky carcase, yide in loin and 
g4qots, vqith a short F measure and well filled crutch. The shoulder 
is well developed and the neck and f.ore legs short. The S.D. X 
Romney. also gives a good type of, carcase, slight.ly better in the 
loin than the S.D. X Corriedale, but the leg development is not so ,’ 
good: The Border Leicester X Corriedale carcass shows a good loin, 
development, but a poorer leg. Also, the shoulder is not as well. 
developed; and the neck and thorax and relatively ii cheap parts ,’ are ’ 
longer. The length of body is greater than in the other carcasses: 
In comparison,, the Corriedale carcass shows up noorly. The legs 
tend towards an undesirable Y shape., A long I measure is associat-’ 

: 

ed with,:a long F and poor filling in the crutch; [‘The loin and gigots 
are narrow. The shoulder is poorly developed and/.the neck too.longJ 

jl 
The effect of’ the sire in improving.carcass quality is seen, 

by comparing the first three carcasses. Some improvement has been 
effected by use of the Border Leicester, but the S.D, Cross is 
infinitely superior. The average weight’ of these,ibest carcasses 
was 51 lbs., while the average weight of the worst carcasses shown 
below was only 35 lbs., or no better than that normally expected. 
from fat lambs,of 4-5 months of age, Poorer muscle and fat develop-, 
ment is evident in these carcasses. The very poor type. of carcass i 

_ 

that a badly grown Corriedale yi.el~s”is well illustrated and the 
S.D’. X Corriedale shows the type of carcass whichlresults when the 
Cross throws to the Corriedale. The. relative .compactness of the 
carcass is' illustrated when all carcasses are’scaled to the same : 

leg length and the superior conformation of the S.iD. Cross lambs . . . 

is outstanding. In contrast, the long lebged. breeds show up poorly. 

The length of cannon bone and also its weight reflects the : 
order of merit. The Corriedalc cannon is typicall!y that of a ./, 
relative137 unimproved meat breed in .its length and comparutive 
narrowness. The Border Leicester X Corriedale is /jslightly broader 
in proportion and indicative of the semi-improved itype of carcase. : 
In contrast, the bones from the S.D. Cross lambs are relatively short 
and b:Jad and typioal of.ths improved meat animal;; These comparisons 
strongly support Palsson’s (2) suggestion that the:/ quality of a fat 
lcamb carcase is closely associated with the type o,f cannon bone. 
The practical applications in view of the readily pbservable-nature 
of this part of the body are obvious.’ 
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INFLUENCE OF RATE OF GROWTH: 

oardase .com 
The importance of ‘rat,e of growth fn 

P 
osition 

McMeekan ( 5 . 
of sheep has‘been demonstrated 

The average growth curves followed 
and four worst lambs shown in comparison with the I 
for 64 lambs indicates’ that the resulting carcass 1 
! i lkod to *the growth’ curve. The divergences from 
:‘t ?atest during the period, from 90 days - 150 days 
c;p.iths after lambing the milk supply of the, ewe fa: 
r&idly. (6) , Some lambs suffer a setback at this 
possibly, because they have become more reliant on ] 
to grow rapidly. Weaning occurs when the lambs art 
old and the discrepancy between the growth curves ( 
growing lambs is most marked at this time. L.?ter I 
f’or the growth rate to even up. 

The following table shows the es&al 
ition based on the T x G formula, corresp,onding to 
curves; 

TABLE51 i’ 

C::,tiCASS COMPOSITION .- 

. 
., 

DONE. MUSCLE. 

Weight Percent- Weight Percat- 
age ,Me,an age Men 
‘Wars t ,. Worst. 

Mean Worst ‘i 
G’ ..G I1 

islow pm& 
2,356 100’ 10,045‘ 100 ~ 

Mean - s 
Mean Best 

2,506 106 11,106‘ 111 
i 
i-_( fast growing), 2,577 109 11,430 Ii4 

Brody (7) ha’s shown that during the ‘s 
phase of growth;’ the curve is made up of several. se 
When data plotted on arithlog paper are distributed 
line, it may be concluded that the ,percentage rate 
constant ; In the upper section of the graph the. me 
plotted in this, way. The curve may be divided (s&n 
into three distinct phases during.which,rate is con 
riuring the age period of 30-90 days, growth takes. p 
I ay, From’90-150 days when pasture growth falls of: 
supply of the ewe decreases rapidly, a lower rate ii 
per day). Weaning is followed by ‘another fall in g: 
constant level of 0.12h per day, 
are appr’oximately 9 months old. 

This rate Dersist: 
On a’ gain per week 

figures agree- fairly olo~oly with those of Hammond 
that a self-inhibiting pll~% of growth has been reac 
is unlikely that these ItiniL’z have reatihed the age 03 

EFFECT OF NUTRITION; 
./’ 

_’ 

In addition to breed diff ercnces, Can 
production is characterised by two types on a.nutri 
Approximately half of the.output is-fattened off thl 
so-called milk lambs - while the remainder are fstt 
on forage crops - the so-called, rape lambs. 

srbury fat lamb,’ 

/ 

tit 
t’j: 
el, e1 .i 

ive b&is. 
mother - the 

led after weaning 

I’ 

60. 

/i 

I 
/! 
I 
LE 
;it 

I 

ts effect on 
my Verges .(4j and 
r the four best. 
San growth curve 
lality i’s closely 
le me,an .have been 

From about 3 
Ls, off very 
;ime .while others 
isture, dontinue 
about 5 ‘months 
‘the fast and slow 
Lere is a tendency 

:d carcass compos- 
‘he mean growth 

I 

1f:accelerating I ‘. 
nents or cycle’s. 
about a straight 
f growth is 
1 curve has been 
Mhat arbitrarily) + 
tant. Thus 
3ce at 1.3% per 
and the milk 

until the lambs 
lasis ,’ these 
3) * It appears 
led, although it 4 

puberty 1 (9) . 
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Comparison of I . . Gross and Corriedal 
under each of these twc, ~ :i terns has yielded extr 
results. Lambs of .the ::I.~ ,. rior fat lamb type - 
improved on rape’ feeding,, while lambs of the uni 
(Corri’edale) deteri’qratcd in quality. Quite obv 
feed interation effect exists. Calculation of t 
analyses of variance data shows this to be high1 
the order of 3-55 for most measurements. It is 
probable explanation of this. situation is. that m 
are capable of being fattened. to the desired con 
this capacity for a oonsiderable time.. Small la 
light to go away fat off the mothers,, can be ver 
on rape, ,to whioh they respond in a manner simil 
from a low to a high plane of nutrition. Cony er 
y:.elds fewer lambs fat off the mother, leaving b 
I’~ ]?e fattening animals that ‘are so late developi 
j,‘on improved nutrition results merely in addi(tir 
than in fattening, .I 

RELATIVE EF’FICIEN& OF BREED,, FEED, SEX & WEIGHT 

Relevant to the above discussion, and 
importance from many angles! is the relative eff! 
mentioned. Analyses of variance ‘da.ta have permi’ 
‘the percentage of the total variance in each car 
assooiated with breed, weight, feed and sex. The 
in Table 6. 

. 

Five 
Months 

.’ Breed’ 

Measurement Nine 
Months 

&T 
G 

;.X.G 
,. “5; 

28. 
F ,78 
F.-T . 
Th -3 

:T 14 
‘1: .,nnon L&@h , 66 

I 
I= rnilon’~igb 36 . 

.-- 

1.1 
48 

- 
58 
19 

4.1 

:; 
31 

_.I Weight 
Five 

Months I 

Feed Se1 
Five Five 

Months Moni 

17 
0.6 

7.5 
0 

l; 4’ 
411 
7.3 

‘The two columns shown for lPbreed” are 
able, since. different breeds are involved in the 
addition to the age difference. It is &ear’, tha 
studied, breed oontributes most to variability, E 
20 per cent to 50 per cent of the total variance. 
less importance, but this result must be- related 
small difference (approximat,ely 4 lbs.‘) in the we 
Feed effects account for still less of the total 
appears to exert a comparable influence; The mag 
effects, up,on what are cssontially measurements of 
s.neoial interest in vii!‘.‘. of’ the recently reported 
and others. (11) as to th:? :l:ow intensity of inheri 
in sheep. The apparent conflict between our resu 
ings can be resolved in terms, of a “dominance” ex 
heritability oorrelations referred to have been o 
within a breed, whera additive gene effects are a 
important. In.this work, extremes in breed types 
with marked effects upon-the conformation of $?og 
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the short-boned structure of an ‘limprotredl’ :Iil..rl t breed has exerted some 
degree of dominance over the longer skeletal formof the “unia7roved” 
breed. 16 seems reasonable to,,suggest that .while 1 differences in con- : 
f’omation within a breed may not be inherited to a degree which permits: 
.ny effeotive control through straight selection, !oonsiderable aontrol 
Never the aonformation of sheep, can be obtained .by interbreed crosses 

, 

of appropriate types. This is made praotiqal use jof by all special- 
ised producers offat lambs. 
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‘DISCUSSION : // 

Dr F.B. Shorland: :, 
I-’ ” 

It seems especially valuable that car&e measure- ,. 
ments can be used to indicate the amount of bone) in the carcase. 
The other method would be to dissect the carcase/and assess tihe 
amount of bone by that method. That would .be’a very tedious’ job. . . 
In the agrioultural chemical laboratory,in association with Dr. 
Barniooat normally exportable lambs, ewes and we*hers from Canter- 
bury as well as from the North Island, have been isubmitted to 
chemical examination, and although we have got the chemical data in 
some time ago, the statistical’analysis of the data which has been 
undertaken in oonjunction with the Investigational Section, has 
taken some time, but it may be of interest in this connection to 
report some of the find inSs . 
to take the chemionl 

It has been found that it is possible 
?:I, l!,osition of the neck of Ithe lambs or -yes 

or wethers and to prtidlst from that the amount of fat in. the whole 
caroase, the correl’ation coeffioient over all grddes examined being- 
remarkably high; of the. order of about 0.953, which’is a very good 
qorrela tion indeed. We, have also tested out the \!formulae, which have 
been applied by Callbw in England to the mutton qarcase, and it seems 
to apply remarkably I well here. 
dissected fat or meat. 

It. does not applyi however to the 
You have to deal with the; joint as Q whole. 

For arriving at the chemical composition it is ne.cessary to Separate 

the meat from the fat. The job co:Iri be short cilrcuited presumably 
by just taking the neck of the animal and performpng a chemical ‘. 

,, 

r?nalysis of that particular’ joint. ,’ ; ., 
1 

. . 

I;r. P.R. Mohilahon: - --: What was the factor used for oor!elating with T X G ‘. 
in the first slide? . 

.’ . . 

I 

Reply : Bone and musole~ 
1 .I 
/; 

.‘I 1: 

Dr P.R. McMahon: Were weight’ differences ‘t&en out 1: of that? I was’ 
interested in the inheritance figures . There is 6f course no’ conflic 
there within breeds. All the work which has beenipublished by myself 
and by other workers in dairy cattle, suggesting a very low intensity 
in inheritance. for prqduction features in livestoo,k, has been done 
within a single breed and has been ,done with a vi&w to devising 
breeding plans f.or breed improvement - for improvdment within breeds, 
and is I suppose almost implied in that low figure for within’breeds 

i 
: 1 

_ 
.I 

1 
I.. - ‘, 
1 
/; 
((, 



plus the common observation that there are <big. differ’ences between; 
breeds, Y?lt. the intensity of inheritance measured in the way In 
which the speaker has reported must give a very [much higher figure. 
There seems to, be some confusion even among ,people who have given 
their close attention to this, ‘when they say “this is strongly 
inherited *I . That lo%..figure does apply to the proportion of 

,’ ,I 

hereditary varianae to ‘total variance in a group of animals taken 
‘19 representative of. the .breed being studied. ‘,A8 so-on as you go .’ 
outside the breed then you increase both the hereditary fraction 

,fnd .the total fraction, but the’ hereditary fraction of varlanoe la : 
increased much more rapidly because of the tendency.of breeds to be. ,, 
more or less homogeneous. That. automatically increases this 
hereditability figure when one is considering da,ta in which more ‘. 
one breed has been used. 

than’ 
,. I ; ./ 

Reply: I referred to the fac,t that such confusion was “apparent!’ 
rather than real, but I also suggest that domin$nce provides at . . 
lesst part of this ‘sxplanation. ,‘h .I. 

b. . . -., 

‘Dr F;W. Dry: ” 

1,. ‘(‘., 

Average number of ‘lambs at a birth; is a feature in 
wh oh variation within the Wensleydale br,eed app’earb to be without 
genetical basis, althou@:. in oroases betwe’en breeds lambing percent: 
age is manifestly inherited. 
breed there is no 

,On the .one hand, within the Wensleydale 
dam-dughter correlation . . On bhe other hand, ewes 

sired by Wensleydale rams out of Mountain .-ewes give the same high’ 
figure,, ‘1.7 lambs per ewe put to the ram, as Wensleydale ewes. 
Clearly the. Wensleydale, rams transmit one or moredominant factors 
f,or which the ,breed aeema ,to be substantially hom+ygoua. 

Dr C;P, McMeekani 
;i 

This paper does call for one o&two comments. YOU 
yourselves last night drew attention to‘the great need for establish- 
ed normals. Those of us here .who are. agricultural graduates will 
remember that, when we took lectures In animal .huabandry, particular- 
ly lectures on’ the various characteristics of the ,different breed?, 
the information passed on to us consisted largely of the products 
of Imagination of ,the protagonists of different breeds. ,‘In fact h 
moat of it, to put it ,mildiy., has-‘been straight’out breed propaganda. 
I think Miss. Walker is to be congratulated on wh& has been a very 
painstaking job in which she has attempted to debunk some of.the 
propaganda which exists in’ this country. about bre,eds and crosses of 
sheep, ‘and to put our information. abou’t these matters on to,‘a fact&J 
basis. There are two points of special.interest ilto those of us who 
are faced with the ,job of oarrying out experiments with sheep: I am 
very interested in the 
of growth in a fat lamb. 

apparently fairly well defined three phases 
I an not necessarily satisfied with the 

existing explanation .., It does, appear, that Drody:,s theories as to 
growth do apply in this country and that lambs grow at a fairly ‘. I. 
constant rate for a’ period then they’drop to another constant rate ‘. 
and then they fall to a still iower level. For a fairly definite 
period. in each case that rate’ is .r-.‘o tively constant,. It is a i 

-matter of opinion aa to, just how>,these’tbree rates should be defined, ’ 
but the trend does appear to ,be there. y.?y is ,it? I think ‘that 
finding is related perhaps to some o,f Mr. 
observation of lambs on’ rape. ‘. 

Ewer’q ,problems re ‘his 
(I : 

As regards’ design: Miss ,Walker made’ thei statement that the. 
work with the she,ep at Kirwee , which were made avaiiable by the’ 
generosity of Mr. Ewer, indicates that 16 animal?. are adequate in 
order .to measure differences in carcaae quality of the order that we 
are interested in from a carcaae quality point of view. Obviously 
the application of that finding, if sound, to the design of sheep 
work is well worth, remembering, : II 

I 
Relative’ to Dr. Shorland’s comments re working on the neck: 

I would like to suggest to him that it is possible to short oircult 
still more an attempt to estimate,the chemical composition of the 
carcase, in that on exactly the R 0-e data the weight of the carcase 
clone will give you correlations with total caloiific value and ,’ 
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